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ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to the analytical investigation of some non
linear reaction-diffusion system modelling the transport of dopants in semicon
ductors. Estimates by the energy functional and L00-estimates obtained by a 
modified De Giorgi method imply global existence and uniqueness as well as 
results concerning the asymptotic behaviour. 
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1. TRANSPORT OF DOPANTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS 

Modelling the transport of dopant impurities in semiconducting materials is of great 
interest, both for scientific and technological reasons. It may be rather surprising 
that given the significance of that phenomenon there exists neither a generally 
accepted physical model nor a comprehensive mathematical analysis of the various 
model equations. There have been developed different models from a chemical 
kinetics viewpoint (see e.g. [5, 14, 15, 17]). More or less simplified models have been 
used for engineering analysis and computer aided simulation (see e.g. [9, 11, 12, 16]). 

This paper is devoted to the mathematical analysis of a relatively simple model 
which demonstrates typical difficulties arising in attacking such problems. Our 
aim is to show that the corresponding model equations are well posed from the 
thermodynamic and the mathematical point of view. 

First, we shall shortly explain the physical model which we are going to consider. 
Let n be the domain occupied by the semiconductor. We introduce the following 
species: 

X 0 substitutional dopant atoms on lattice sites, 
Xi dopant atoms on interstices, 
X 2 self-interstitial host atoms, 
X 3 vacancies in the host lattice, 
X 4 electrons, 
X 5 holes, 

and denote by qi, ui, (i, and ji, i = 0, ... , 5, their electric charge, concentration, 
electrochemical potential and flux, respectively. We assume that 

(i = ln Ui +qi</>, ji = -Diui\l(i, i = 0, ... , 5, u: 
qo = -1, qi= q2 = q3 = 0, q4 = -1, qs = +1 

(1.1) 

where Di, ut and ¢ denote the diffusivities, the (constant) concentrations of a suit
ably chosen reference state and the electrostatic potential of the inner electric field. 
During the diffusion process the host atoms as well as the dopant atoms interchange 
between substitutional and interstitial sites. This may be understood as a result 
of chemical reactions of mass action type. We shall take into account the following 
reactions: 

Xi+ X3 ~ Xo + X 5 (Frank-Turnbull mechanism), 

X 2 + X 3 ~ 0 (defect generation and recombination), 

X 4 + X 5 ~ 0 (electron-hole generation and recombination). 

The corresponding reaction rates are given by 

Ri = ki( uiu3 - ki uous), 

R2 = k2(u2u3 - k2), 

R3 = k3( U4U5 - k3) 

(1.2) 

with some constants ki, ki, i = 1, 2, 3. Using the local mass conservation law for 
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each species we get the following reaction-diffusion system: 

aui d" . . 0 5 at = - 1 v Ji + r i' ?, = ' ... ' ' (1.3) 
r = (Ri, -R1, -R2, -R1 - R2, -R3, -R3 + Ri). 

Next, we have to prescribe some boundary conditions. We assume that one part 
of the boundary is masked so that there all fl~ixes vanish. The remaining part r 
shall be in contact with a gas phase containing uncharged dopant atoms X with 
concentrations u on rand u = const far away from r. On high process temperatures 
one may assume the transport in the gas phase to be so fast such that approximately 
u = u. The processes on r will be interpreted as chemical reactions, too. Let us 
regard the following ones: 

X 0 + Xs ~ X 3 (infiltration of dopants to substitutional sites), 

X 1 ~ 0 (infiltration of dopants to interstitial sites), 

. X 2 ~ 0 (surface recombination of self-interstitials), 

X 3 ~ 0 (surface recombination of vacancies). 

The reaction rates are given by 

R4 = k4( uous - k4 u3), 

Rs = ks(u1 - ks), 

R6 = k5(u2 - k6), 

R1 = k1(u3 - k1) 

(1.4) 

with some constants ki, ki, i = 4, ... , 7. Then, the boundary conditions read as 
follows: 

. {o 
]i,v = bi 

on an\r 
on r ' i = 0, ... ,5, 

(1.5) 

b = (R4, Rs, R6, -R4 + R1, 0, R4)· 

If there exists a simultaneous equilibrium of all volume and surface reactions then 
necessarily ki k4 = ks, k6 k1 = k2. 

Next, let us introduce the charge density (! and the current density j. According 
to our assumptions on the charge states we have 

(! = -Uo - U4 +Us, j = -jo - J4 +JS· 
By (1.3), (1.5) the continuity equation 

ae d. . . I o at = - IV], )v 80 = 
follows, and we get 

lo e dx = 0 (1.6) 

for all the time if in the initial state this condition is fulfilled. Then, the semicon
ductor structure as a whole will be electrically neutral but there exists an inner 
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electric field the potential of which has to be determined in a selfconsistent way by 
means of the Poisson equation: 

- div (c;\7 </>) = e, 'V</>. vlan = 0 (1. 7) 

where c; denotes the dielectric permittivity. 

Finally, we ha_ve to impose initial conditions which are compatible with (1.6): 

ui(O,x)=Ui(x), xEn, i=0, ... ,5, fo(-U0 -U4 +U5 )dx=0. (1.8) 

Corresponding to the chosen physical model we have found the initial boundary 
value problem (1.3), (1.5), (1.7), (1.8) which should be used for further mathemat
ical analysis. Let us mention that the equations for the dopants and defects and 
those for the electrons and holes are coupled. With respect to applications in the 
field of numerical simulation it seems to be useful to remove this coupling in some 
approximation. This may be done under additional assumptions which are satisfied 
on sufficiently high process temperatures. 

i) Let D4 , Ds ~ oo. If we want the fluxes j 4 , j 5 to remain bounded we have 
to require that (4 , (s = const. 

ii) Let k3 ~ oo. If the reaction rate R3 remains bounded then in the limit the 
relation 

(1.9) 

is fulfilled. Suppose that u: u; = k3 , too. Because of (1.1) we get (4 + (s = 0, 
and without any loss of generality we may assume that (4 = (5 = 0. Once 
more by (1.1) we find 

Us 
</> = -ln-. 

u5 
(1.10) 

iii) After scaling the Poisson equation ( 1. 7) one gets 

1 
-i6.</> = .A 2 ( -uo - u4 +us) 

where .A denotes the Debye length. Let .A ~ 0. If the scaled charge density 
remains bounded then in the limit 

- Uo - U4 + U5 = 0. (1.11) 

Suppose -u~ - u: + u; = 0, too. 

By (1.9), (1.10), (1.11) the variables u 4 , u 5 , </> can be expressed in terms of u 0 . It 
holds 

where 

uo us = g( uo), (o = ln g( uo) 
g(u~) 

(1.12) 

Taking into account only the corresponding components of the equations (1.3), 
(1.5), (1.7), (1.8) we get an initial boundary value problem for the variables uo, u 1 , 

u 2 , u 3 • Now the field induced convective part in the flux j 0 is transformed to a 
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· pure diffusion term which contains a diffusivity depending on the concentration u 0 . 

Further nonlinearities the growth of which is of at most second order occur in the 
volume as well as in the surface reactions. 

Here we shall not write down all equations in their final form. After changing 
the notation in a suitable way this will be done in the following section. There 
we also summarize all our assumptions with respect to the data. Because of the 
second order terms in the boundary conditions we have to restrict ourselves to 
two-dimensional domains. It is worth noting that we do not use the concrete form 
of the function g (see (1.12)), only some properties of this function are important. 
Furthermore, in Section 2 the weak formulation of the reaction-diffusion system is 
given globally· with respect to time (see problem (P)). Finally, some basic results 
concerned with imbedding as well as interpolation theorems are listed. 

With the exception of the last theorem in Section 8 we impose conditions such that 
in the reaction-diffusion system under consideration there exits a unique thermody
namic equilibrium state. In Section 3 we introduce the free energy of the system. It 
will be shown that the free energy represents a Lyapunov function. More precisely, 
along any solution to (P) the free energy decays monotonously and exponentially 
to its equilibrium value as time tends to infinity (cf. [6], too). Thus, our problem 
is well posed from the point of view of thermodynamic principles. Moreover, based 
on estimates of the free energy first global a-priori estimates for solutions to (P) 
are obtained. 

Section 4 is devoted to further upper a-priori estimates for solutions u to (P). 
By the fact that terms of second order occur in the boundary conditions we had 
to develop a special technique: As test functions we use simultaneously different 
powers of the components of u. Thus we obtain global L00 -estimates. 

In Section 5, the existence of solutions to (P) is proved by means of the Schauder 
Fixed Point Theorem. Using results of [7], in Section 6 we derive further regularity 
properties of solutions to (P) which enable us to prove uniqueness in Section 7. 

Section 8 contains some additional results. First, it is shown that any solution to 
(P) approaches its equilibrium value exponentially in each LP-norm, p E [1, oo ), as 
time tends to infinity. Next, global lower bounds for solutions to (P) are obtained. 
At last we consider the more general situation where a thermodynamic equilibrium 
does not exist. By a slightly modified technique we obtain existence as well as 
uniqueness results on finite time intervals. 
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2. THE REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEM 

Let n c R2 be a bounded Lipschitz domain and u = ( Uo, Ui, U2, u3): R+ x n ~Rt 
the vector of concentrations. We consider the system of differential equations 

auo d' . R ( ) at = - lV Jo + 1 U ' 

au1 d' . R ( ) at = - _iv ]1 - 1 u ' 

au2 d' . R ( ) at = - IV )2 - 2 U ' 

(2.1) 

au3 d' . ( ) ( ") at = - Iv J3 - R1 u - R2 u , 

in R+ x n, the boundary conditions 

io,11 = ho(g(uo) - u3), 

ii,11 = hi(Ui - Ui), i = 1, 2, (2.2) 

h,11 = h3( U3 - u3) - ho(g( uo) - u3) 

on R+ x an as well as the initial condition 

u(O, ·) = U (2.3) 

on n. 
Let us put together the assumptions concerning the data in the equations formu
lated above, which will be used during the following sections. 

Assumptions: 

Di = const > 0, j = 0, ... , 3, 

hi E L~(8n), j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

k1, k2 = const > 0, 

ki, k2 E L~(n), 

Uj E L~(an), j = 1, 2, 3, 

U E L~(n, R4); 

r c an, mes r > 0, 

'hj = 0 on an\r, hj ~ const > 0 on r, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

u1 = k1 , u2 , ih = const, u2 u3 = k2 ; 
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g E C1(IR+), 

( ) g1(y) y •1·( ) g(y) 0 are such t·hat r.p y := g(y) ' 'f' y := -y-, y > ' 

'l/;(y) 2 Ti, l'l/;(y1) - 'l/;(y2)I::; T2IY1 -Y2I, y,y1,Y2 > 0, 

TJ::; r.p(y)::; T4, y > O; Ti= const > 0, i = 1, ... ,4; 

U3 E W1·P(n), j = 0, ... , 3, for some p > 2, 

r.p locally Lipschitz continuous; 

U3 2 const > 0, j = 0, ... , 3. 

(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

Throughout this paper we assume the conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) 
to be satisfied. 

Remark 2.1. 

i) (2.6) implies that r.p, 'I/; E C ([O, +oo )) and the inequalities in (2.6) are satis
fied for y = O, too. We have g(O) = O, 'l/;(O) = g'(O) > 0, r.p(O) = 1. 

ii) There «?Xists a positive constant To with 'l/;(y)::; To(l + y) for y E IR+. 

iii) There exists a constant Ts > 0 such that 

g(y1) - g(y2) 2 Ts(Y1 - Y2), Y1 2 Y2 2 0. 

iv) There exists g-1 : [O, +oo) ---t [O, +oo ). 

v) With some constant T6 > 0 we have 

vi) There are constants T1, Ta> 0 for which g1(y) := g(y)y-T7 is monotonous
ly increasing on (0, +oo), g2(y) := g(y)y-Ta is monotonously decreasing on 
(0, +oo ). 

vii) (2.6) is satisfied for the function g given in (1.12). 

We introduce the constant 

characterizing the speed of those kinetic processes (diffusion and surface reactions) 
which are important for the estimates in the following sections. We use the notation 
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X := H 1 (D., JR 4), Y := L 2(D., JR 4), z := L2(I', JR. 4). Additionally let 

V := { u E Lf0 c(IR+, X): u E Ll:c (IR+, L4 (0, IR 4))}, 

W := { u E Lf0 c(IR+, X): u' E Lf0 c(IR+, X*)}. 

We define A, R: X - X* for u, v E X by 

(A(u),v) := k { Docp(uo)Vu0Vv0 + t,Di"\Jui"\Jvi} dx 

+ £ { ho(g( uo) - u,)( vo - v,) + t, h;( u; - U;)v;} dr, 

(R(u), v) := - In {R1(u)(v1 + V3 - vo) + R2(u)(v2 + v3)} dx 

where (·, ·) denotes the dual pairing of X and X*. We shall be concerned with 
finding a solution to 

Pro bl em (P): 

u'(t) + A(u(t)) = R(u(t)) for a.e. t E lR+, u(O) = U, u E W n V, u ;::=: 0. 

Here u' denotes the derivative of u with respect to time in the sense of X* -valued 
distributions and u ;::=: 0 means that all components Ui ;::=: 0. For any T E IR+ we 
denote by S the finite time interval [O, T] and define 

Vs:= {u E L 2(S,X): u E L00 (s, L4 (0,IR4))}, 

Ws := {u E L2(S,X): u' EL2(S,X*)}. 

In the canonical way we extend the definition of the operators A, R to time functions 
from Vs. For any finite time interval S the reaction-diffusion system leads to 

Problem (Ps): 

u' + A(u) = R(u), u(O) = U, u E Ws n Vs, u;:::: 0. 

Now we introduce several symbols and collect some basic results which we shall use 
in our considerations. Let be u E lR.4 , 5 E JR.. By u+5, y'U, uP, p E JR., ln u, lul, u+ 
and u- we denote the vector whose i-th component is Ui + 5, .jiii, uf, lnui, juil, 
sup( ui, 0) and sup( -ui, 0), respectively. If there is no danger of misunderstanding 
we shall write shortly LP instead of LP(O, IR1c), k E N, and H 1 instead of H 1(0). 
We exploit the Sobolev imbedding theorems as well as the following form of the 
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (cf. [8]): 
Let n C IR 2, u E H 1 (0), then 

llullL~ ~ Co llull~q llull~8 , where q < r, () = 'l. 
r 

(2.9) 
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Additionally, for estimates of traces we use the inequality": 
Let n c lR.2 , u E H 1 (!1), then 

llull1P(BO) :::; c llulli,-;(~-1) llullH1 , where P 2: 2. (2.10) 

A direct consequence of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality is the following inter
polation result: 
Let n C JR 2, u E L00 (lR+, Lq(!1))nL2 (Ill+, H1 (!1)), q 2: 1, then u E LP (JR+, Lr(n)) 
with p = 1 _: 11 , r = ~' 8E(0,1) and 

llull1;,P(lw.+P(O)):::; ~ llull1;,11oo(Jw.+,Lq(O)) llull~2(Jw.+,Hl(O)). (2.11) 

In the sections concerning the upper and lower bounds of solutions to (P) we take 
advantage from the following lemma (cf. [10]): 

Lemma 2.1. Let k > 0, p > 1. Furthermore, let <P: [k, +oo) -----* Ill+ be a nonin
creasing function such that, for h 2: k 2: k: 

(h - k)c/J(h):::; C1 c/J(k)P. 

Then cfJ(k) = 0 if 

3 .. ESTIMATES BY THE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL 

It is easy to check that (2.5) implies the existence of exactly one solution u* to the 
stationary problem corresponding to (P). This solution represents the thermody
namic equilibrium and it is given by 

* -l(' ) * ' . 1 2 3 Uo = g U3 ' ui = Ui' ?, = ' ' . (3.1) 

Let 

e(y,y*) := 1Y1n!Ld71, eg(y,y*) := 1Yln g((T/))dT/; y 2: 0, y* > 0. 
y• y* y• g y* 

Easily one obtains the estimates 

T7 e(y, y*) :::; e9(y, y*) :::; r 8 e(y, y*), 

(Vil -#) 2
:::; e(y,y*):::; 2 (Vii -#)2 + 3~ IVii - V?J 3

, (3.2) 

e(y, y*) :::; ~ (y - y*)2. 
y 

We define the density of the free energy f: JR. 4 -----* [O, +oo], 

f( u) := { eg( uo, u~) + Ef=1 e( ui, ui) if u 2: O, 
+oo otherwise, 

as well as the free energy F(u): Y-----* [O, +oo], 

F(u) := k J(u(x))dx. (3.3) 

Since the function f has the properties of a positive and convex normal integrand 
the functional F will be proper, convex and lower semicontinuous (cf. [2]). It holds 
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domF - {u E Y: u ;::;>: O}. If u E domF then F(u + 8) --t F(u) for 8 l 0. If 
u E Y, u ;::;>: 8 > 0 then F is subdifferentiable and we have 

8F(u)(x) = \lf(u(x)) for a.e. x E Sl. 

Moreover, for u E W[t1 ,t2 ]i u ;::;>: 5 > 0, the following differential formula 

(3.4) 

is valid (cf. [1, 3]). Additionally, if u is a solution to (P) then equation (3.4) can 
be transformed to 

where D denotes the dissipation rate: 

D := Ddiff + Dreac: {u EX: U ;::;>: O)} -t [O, +oo], 

Theorem 3.1. If u is a solution to ( P) then 

i) F(u(t2))::; F(u(t1)) for t2 2 ti 2 0, 

ii) sup F(u(t))::; F(U), 
tEJ&l.+ 

iii) u E L 00 (R+,L1 (n,R4)), 

iv) D( u) E L 1 (R+), 

v) 'V-../U"i E L2 (R+,L2 (n,R2)), i = 0, ... ,3. 

Proof. In the following and later c denotes (possibly different) positive constants 
the values of which are not important. Let u be a solution to (P), assume that 
0 ::; t1 < t2, 5::; 1. We use the test function 

v5 := \lf(u+5) E L2 ([0,t2],X). 

By (2.6) and Remark 2.1 we get 

g(y + 5) - g(y)::; c5(1 + y), 

c + ln 5 ~ ln g(y + 5) ~ ln To + ln(y + 5) + ln(y + 1 + 5) ~ c ( 1 + y). 

Additionally, we use 

\lui\l(lnui) = 4j\7y'uij 2 , \luo\l(lng(uo)) 2 4r3j\7.jUaj2 
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and (3.4). Therefore we have from (P) 

F(u(t2 ) + 8) - F(u(t1 ) + 8) 

+ 1:2 {4fo[nocp(uo)cp(uo+5)1VJuo+5J2 

+ t, Di jv Jui+ 51 2
] dx + Drcac( u + 5) }ds 

:=; fot2 { c5 ( 1 + I ln 51 + t. ( llui + l ll~2 + llui + l ll~2(r))) }ds 

l t2 3 

:=; c5(1+Iln51 + L llui + lll~1 )ds 
O i=O 

3 

:=; t2c8(1 + I ln 51) + c5 L llui + l ll~2([0.t2],H1). 
i=O 

Since u E Lfoc(IR. +, X), the norms on the right hand side are finite. Letting 8 l 0 
we get by Fatou's Lemma 

This proves i). By setting t1 = 0, t 2 = t for t E IR+ we get ii) and iv). By the 
definition of D( u) and (2.6), v) follows. The inequality 

llullL1(n) :=; F(u) + c 
yields assertion iii). D 

Lemma 3.1. For every R > 0 there exists a cR > 0 such that 
3 . 

F(u) :=; cR{ L llV v'Uill~2 
. i=O 

+ f [(g(uo)-u3)lng(uo) +t(ui-u:)ln u~Jdr} 
~ U3 i=l Ui 

foru E MR:= {u EX: .jU EX, F(u)::; R}. 

Proof. Let be u E MR, w := Vu - #. From (3.2) we conclude that 

c llwll~ :=; F(u) :=; c (llwll~ + llwll~3(0,Jl4)) · (3.5) 

The Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (2.9) yields 

llwll~3(0,Jl4) :=; co llwllx llwll~ :=; co llwll~ llwllY 
such that 

F(u) :=; c (1 + jF(u)) llwll~ ~CR llwll~ · 
Because of the well known estimate 

(3.6) 
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we get 

On the other hand, we have 

fr [( ( ) ) g( uo} ~ ( *) Ui l g uo - U3 ln -- + Lt Ui - ui ln -; df 
r ~ ~1 ~ 

· ~ c 1 [I~ -~12 + t.1~ -Vu:j2] dr 

~ c 1 [I~-~12 + t.1~ -Vu:j2] dr 

~ c IJwll~-

Together with (3. 7) the assertion follows. D 

As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 we get 

CR 
F(u)::; -D(u) Vu E MR, R > 0. 

a 

(3.7) 

Inequalities of this type have been proved in [6] for a large class of reaction-diffusion 
equations. These results could be used to verify the assertion of Lemma 3.1, too. 
Here we were able to give a short proof in a more direct way. The assertion of 
Lemma 3.1 will be the essential tool to show that the free energy F( u( t)) of a 
solution to (P) decays exponentially as time tends to infinity without using global 
bounds for this solution. Later such global bounds will be obtained starting from 
energetic estimates derived here. 

Theorem 3.2. If u is a solution to (P) then 

i) F(u(t))::; e->.tF(U) Vt~ 0, for some A> 0, 

ii) llu(t) - u*llL1(n.~i)::; ce->.t/2 Vt~ 0, 

iii) u-u* E L1 (R+,L1 (n,R4)). 

Proof. i) Let >. := c: with CR from Lemma 3.1, where R = F(U). We use the test 
function e>.tv5, where v6 is defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and a differential 
formula similar to (3.4) for w E W[o,t]i w ~ 5 > 0, 

Using the estimates for the reaction and boundary terms given in Theorem 3.1 we 
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obtain 

e>.tF(u(t) + 6) - F(U + 6) 

Slate>.$ [AF(u + 6) - a(t, \Iv Jui+ 6[2 

+ £ { t.(ui + 6 - u:)ln Uiu~ 6 

+ (g( uo + 6) - u3 - 6) ln 9~0: :) }dr) 

+ cs(1 +I ln51 + t, ( llu; + 111~, + llu; + lll~'(I'))) l ds. 

By Lemma 3.1 it follows 

e>.tF(u(t) + 6) - F(U + 6) 
t 3 

S la e>.$c6(l + lln61+~llui+111~1 )ds 

S e>.tc6[t(l +I ln61) + t, llui + lll~2([0,tJ.Hl) l · 
Like in the proof of Theorem 3.1, llu + 1 llL2([o,t],X) is finite for every t E JR+. Letting 
6 t 0 we get 

e,\tF(u(t)) S F(U) Vt E JR+. 

ii) By the inequality 

IY - y*I s IJY - v'Y*f + 2..fij* IJY -RI 
and by i) we obtain 

11u(t)- u·11v(n.ll4) ~ 11ru -#II~+ cllru - ~lly 
Sc ( F(U)e->.t + jF(U)e->.t/2) 

S c e-,\t/2. 

From this asse:r-tions ii) and iii) follow. D 

4. FURTHER A-PRIORI ESTIMATES 

To prove further a-priori estimates for solutions to (P) we pass over to the variable 
w := u - u*. Only in this variable one can hope to get L2 (JR+, L2 )-estimates for 
powers of this variable. 

Theorem 4.1. If u is a solution to (P) then 

Vn E N : !win E L00 (JR+, Y) n L 2 (JR+, X). 

For the proof of the theorem we use the following lemma: 
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Lemma 4.1. Let m ~ 4, r := ~· If u is a solution to (P) and 

then the solution u to (P) has the regularity property 

I I!.±.!. ~ . ( 2 ) 2 ( 1 ) Wi 2 ' lw3I 8 E L 00 IR+, L (fl) n L IR+, H (fl) ' i = 0, 1, 2. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use the notation of Lemma 4.1. By Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 
the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 for r = 1 are satisfied. We explain that the applica
tion of Lemma 4.1 for r reproduces the corresponding assumptions for r + ~. For the 
component Jw3J there is nothing to show. From lwiJ E L00 (IR+, Lr+1(fl)) we have 

lwil E L 00 (lR+, Lr+t(fl)), easily one obtains from lwilT, JwJ"t4 E L2 (lR+, L2(fl)) 

that lwil mp E L2 (lR+, L2 (fl)), i = 0, 1, 2. The repeated application of this lemma 
gives the regularity stated in Theorem 4.1. D 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let v := lwl. We use formally the test function 

As mentioned in Section 1 these different powers of the components of w in the test 
function are necessary to handle the second order reaction terms on the boundary. 
More precisely the following estimates are obtained by test functions of this kind 
where Vi are replaced by vf := min{ vi, K}, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, K > 0. It is possible to 
get estimates which are independent of K. Letting K --t oo we shall obtain the 
inequalities derived now. 

~ it { ( ) II ~ 11
2 ~ } + rn~l llv3(t)ll ~±1 +a 1c~:~)~ 'Vv3 8 + Jlv3ll ~±1 ds 

L 4 o £2 L 4 (r) 

:::; clot {lo { [v1 v3 + v1 + v3] v~ + [v3 +Vo+ v~] v~ + V3 v~ ( 4.1) 

+ [vo + v~ + v1 + v2] v;;3 }dx 

llY'uilli2 + lluilli2(r) is a norm equivalent to the usual H 1-norm. The several bound
ary and volume integrals are treated with (2.10), the Gagliardo-Nirenberg in
equality (2.9) and Young's inequality in a suitable way. Additionally the assumed 
L 00 (IR+, L2 )-regularity of lower powers of v is used. Here we demonstrate the 
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method by one of the boundary terms: 

fr v 2 v m;3 dr < 
0 3 -r Jlv~llL~(r) 

2(m.-3) 
ll v~ll· m+1 

L2(r) 

< c llv~ II (~!~i1J £2(/3-1) 
< c llv~ II :;\)13 (1+(,8-1)(1-8)) 

. !±l 
where /3 := r;:11 , () := (.£3-ll(r+i)" Because the exponent of the H 1-norm of v0 2 is 

smaller than two, we obtain from the Young inequality with p' := (':~~~r-~l) 

+,,L++~11: 
(m-3)p1 

fr v2 v m;3 dr < llv~llH~+1 
r o 3 

II '¥ II' II "'fl II 'c.:~ \;: m 

(m.+2)(m.-3)p1 

< llv~ llH1 (m.+l)2 c Vo + C V3 2m. Hl £m+1 
II !±l 112 (m-3}rp' ( m.+2)( m-3 )p1 

< c Vo 2 Hl + c llv3llL~(m+1) llv~ llHl (m+l)2 

m+l 
The exponent of the H 1-norm of v3 8 is smaller than two, too. We use Young's 
inequality again. With q' := (m + 1)( 4r2 -r -1)(8r3 - 6r2 + 2t1 , v3 E L 00 (IR+, Lr) 
and the inequality ( m - 3)( m + 1 )-1 p' q' ~ 2 we conclude 

£ v~v7 dr < e (llv,,L + llv~L) + c Jlv,11~:,(~~;;" 

< c (llv~ 11:1+llv~11:1) + c llv3 ll~r 
< c (llv~ 11:1 + llv~ 11:1) + c llv! [2 · 

Similar to this estimate the other terms can be treated. This leads to 

2 [ r II !±l II 2 ] .!!!±.!. rt II !!!±!. II 2 ~ llvi(t)11~!11 + (1 + c) lo vi 2 Hl ds + llv3(t)llL~ + (1 + c) lo v3 8 Hl ds 

~ c lat [ t. llvi~ 11:1 + !Iv~ 11:1 J ds + c(r) [ 1 +lat t. llvl [2 ds] 

+ it f( v3) t. llv~ [2 ds 

where the last term with some f(v 3 ) E L1(IR+) only occurs ifr ~ ~·Thus we can 
apply Gronwall's Lemma. Because of Vi E Y(lR+, Lr(n)) we get 

2 [ ~ rt II !±l II 2 ] .!!!±.!. rt II !!!±!. II 2 ~ llvi(t)ll~!~1 +lo vi 2 Hl ds + llva(t)llL ;,.t1 +Jo v3 8 Hl ds ~ c(r) 

Vt E IR+. 
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!.±.! mtl 

Thus vi 2 ' V3 8 E L 00 (lR+, L2(Q)) n L2 (lR+, H 1(n)), i = 0, 1, 2. D 

Theorem 4.2. If u is a solution to (P) then u E L00 (lR+, L00 (n, JR 4)). 

Proof. i) Let u be a solution to (P), w := u-u*. Because of Theorem 4.1, imbedding 
and trace theorems and ( 2.11) it is easy to check that there exists an element 

b E L4 (lR+, (W1 •5/ 4(Q))*) such that 

3 

. ~ [fo(wj +wi)vdx + fr(wj +wi)vdr] = (b,v) Vv E L413 (lR+, W 1 •5 / 4(n)). 

ii) Let k 2'.: max{l, llUllL=(n,Ji4)}. We use the test function v := ( u - u* - k )+ and 
denote by mik the Lebesgue measure of the set { x E n : Uj - uj > k}. Then 

t. [ llvi(t)lli2 + 2c lat IJvill~1 ds] 

t 3 

< c la ~ llbllcw1,5/4)• llvillw1,5/4 ds 

< c lat t.11bllcw1,5/4)• llvillH1 m:C0ds 

< lat t. ( c llvill~1 + c llbll~w1,5/4)• m;£5) ds. 

Thus we obtain the inequality 

3 

::; c ~ llbll~4 (li+,(W1 • 5 / 4 )•) llm:£511L2(li+) 
3 

( 4.2) 

::; C ?= llbll~4(Ji+,(Wl,5/4)•) llmikll~~6(Ji+) 
i=O 

3 

::; c I: Jlmikll~~6<Ji+). 
i=O 

Since k 2'.: 1 and 

lui-u:I E L00 (lR+, L 2(n)) nL2 (lR+, H 1(n)) c L 00 (lR+, L 413(n)) nL2 (lR+, H 1(n)) 

we have from (2.11) 

roo 6/sd roe f I *13d 6/sd - II *ll1s1s lo mik s ::; lo lo Ui - ui x s - Ui - ui £18/5(JR+.L3) < c. 

iii) Let us define 
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Then we obtain for h > k by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (2.9) and ( 4.2) 
the following estimate: 

(h - k )<f;(h) 

Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.2 implies that ulr E L00 (JR+, L00 (r, JR 4 )). 

5. EXISTENCE 

Our aim is to show that there is a solution to ( P). By the following reason it is 
sufficient to prove that ( Ps) is solvable for all T E lR+. Let UT0 be a solution to 
(P[o,ToJ), then UT0 E L00 ([O, To], L00 (f2, lR4)). Thus there exists a B1 ::; To, B1 near 
to T0 such that uT0 (01 ) E L00 (f2,lR4). Because the problem is autonomous we now 
can solve (P[e1 ,2T0J) with initial value UT0 (B1) by U2To· For 

if t E [O, B1] 
if t E [B1, 2To] 

it is easy to check that U2To E W[o,2To] n V[o,2To]· Continuing this procedure we 
construct a solution to (P) by 

Thus it remains to show that for every T E lR+ there is a solution to ( Ps). Let 
T E lR+ be arbitrarily fixed, M > 1 and 
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We denote by((·,·)) the dual pairing of L2 (S,X) and L2 (S,X*). We define the 
regularized operators AM, BM, RM: L2 (S, X) --+ L2 (S, X*) by 

((AM(u),v)) := foT lo { Docp(uci)Vuo'Vvo + t,Di\7ui\7vi} dxdt, 

((BM(u),v)) := foT frp(u) { ho(g(uci)-uf)(v?-v3) + t,hi(ut-ui)vi} dI'dt, 

((RM(u), v)) := - laT lo p(u) { Ri(u+)(v1 + V3 - vo) + R2(u+)(v2 + v3)} dx dt 

and consider the corresponding 

Problem (PM): 

u' + AM(u) + BM(u) = RM(u), u(O) = U, u E Ws. 

Lemma 5 .1. If u is a solution to (PM) then u ;::::: 0 and 

!luJJLoo(S,Loo(n,JR4))' JJulrJILoo(s,Loo(r,JR4)) ~ C 

where c is independent of M. 

Proof. i) Since -u- E L2 (S, X) it follows from (PM) that 

Hence u; = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
ii) Applying the procedure of the proof of Theorem 3.1 to (PM) we get 

JjuJJLoo(s,L1(n,JR4)) ~ c, JJV vfuiJJL2(s,L2(n,JR2)) ~ c, i = 0, · · ·, 3, 

independently of M. Therefore, because S is a finite time interval, 

u -u* E L1 (S,L1 (n,JR.4)) n L00 (S,L1 (n,JR.4)), y'u- # E L2 (S,X). 

Theorem 4.1 is true also for the solutions to (PM). A result corresponding to that 
of Lemma 4.1 is obtained by a similar proof. Instead of using estimate ( 4.1) we 
have to conclude now in the following way: The factor in front of the Lr+l(I')- and 
L ""t1 (r)-norms on the left-hand side now is not bounded from below. Therefore 
we omit these terms (they are positive), and the L2(0)-parts of the H 1-norms of 
powers of Ju - u* I on the right-hand side are treated by Gronwall's Lemma. The 
gradient terms are again compensated by those on the left-hand side. With the 
notation of Lemma 4.1 we get 

llv3ll ( .!!'.!±!. ) < c, llvv~ II < c, 
£ 00 S,L 4 (0) - £2(S,L2(0,JR2)) -

independently of M. Thus, because S is a finite intervall, 

ll v~ll <c, 
L2 (S,H1 (0)) 
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independently of M. Analogously we obtain the corresponding estimates for vi, 

i = 0, 1, 2. Similar changes have to take place in the proof of Theorem 4.2, which 
yields the asserted L00 (S, L00 )-estimate, independently of M. D 

To prove the existence of a solution to (PM) we use a fixed point principle. Let 
w E Ws be arbitrarily fixed. We define the operator Aw: L 2 (S, X) -----"* L 2 (S, X*) 
by 

Then Aw is a monotone, radially continuous operator, Aw+ )..J is coercive. Because 
of RM(w) - BM(w) E L 2 (S,X*) it follows from standard results on evolution 
equations (see e.g. [4]) that there is exactly one solution to 

Problem (Pw): 

u' + Aw(u) = RM(w) - BM(w), u(O) = U, u E Ws. 

By Q: Ws -----"* Ws we denote the mapping assigning tow the solution u to (Pw), 
u = Q(w). 

Lemma 5.2. The mapping Q: Ws-----"* Ws is completely continuous. 

Proof. Let {wn} C Ws be bounded. Then, by standard compactness results (see 
e.g. Lions [13,.Chap.l]) {wn} is precompact in L 2 (S, Y) and L 2 (S, Z), and without 
any loss of generality we may assume that Wn -t w in L 2 (S, Y) and L 2 (S, Z). Let 
Un = Q( wn), u = Q( w ). By means of the test function Un - u we obtain 

~ ll(un - u)(t)ll~ +lat lo {Do [cp(w~0 )Y'uno - cp(wci)Y'uo] Y'(uno - uo) 

+ t, Di IV'( uni - ui)l 2 }dxds 

:::; lat (RM(wn) - RM(w) - BM(wn) + BM(w), Un - u)ds. 

The functions K.z: IR 4 -t IR, l = 1, ... , 4, defined by 

are Lipschitz continuous. Because of 

( cp( w~0 )Y'uno -cp( wci)Y'uo) Y'( Uno - uo) 

= cp(w~0 )IY'(uno - uo)l 2 + (cp(w~0 ) - cp(wci)) Y'uo\i'(uno - uo) 
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we arrive at 

i rt 3 

2 ll(un - u)(t)ll~ +a Jo ~!IV( uni - ui)l!~2 ds 

~ lot {lo Do jcp( W~o) - cp( wci)l IVuol IV( Uno - uo)ldx 

3 

+ c(M) lo .~ lwnj - Wjl !uni - Uil dx 
i,3=0 

+ c(M) i .t lwni - wil !uni - uil dr}ds 
r i,;=O 

l 

~ c(M) llun - ul!L2(S,X) [ (lot lo lcp( w~0 ) - cp( wci)l 2 1Vuol 2 dx ds) 
2 

+ llwn - wl!L2(S,Y) + llwn - wllL2(S,Z) l · 
From properties of superposition operators we conclude that 

lot lo jcp(w;0 ) - cp(wci)j 2 1Vuol2dxds -+ 0 for n-+ oo. 

Therefore we get Un -+ u in L2 (S, X). Additionally we have 

llu~ - u'llL2(S,X•) 

= llRM(wn) - RM(w) - BM(wn) + BM(w) - Aw,.,(un) + Aw(u)llL2(S,X*) 

~ sup {c llvl!L2(s:x) [ llun - ullL2(S,X) + llwn - wllL2(s,Y) + llwn - wllL2(S,Z) 
jjvjjL2(S,X)~l 

1 

+ (lot lo jcp( w;o) - cp( wci)j 2 !Vuoj 2dxds) 
2
]} 

-+ 0 for n-+ oo. 
Thus, Un -+ u in Ws. By similar arguments the continuity of Q can be shown. 
Therefore Q is completely continuous. D 

Lemma 5.3. There exists a fixed point of Q. 

Proof. Let u = Q(w). By means of the test function u we have by the Gagliardo
Nirenberg inequality (2.9) 

t 3 

. !lu(t)ll~ + 2a i ~ llVuil/~2 ds 

< c +lot c(M) ( t, [ lluill~2 + l!uill~2(r) J + 1) ds 

< c +lot {at, llVuill~2 + c(M) ( t, lluill~2 + 1) }ds .. 
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Gronwall's Lemma implies 

t 3 

llu(t)ll~ +a lo ~ ll'Vuill~2 ds :=; c(M, T) \It ES. 

Consequently, 

llullL2(S,X) ::; c(M, T). 

Additionally we have by the definition of RM, BM and AM(u) and the boundedness 
of u in L 2 ( S, X) 

1Ju'llL2(S,X*)::; llRM(w)llL2(S,X*) + llBM(w)llL2(S,X*) + llAw(u)llL2(S,X*)::; c(M, T). 

Therefore Q maps Ws into the (bounded) ball 

{ u E Ws: iiuiiws::; c(M, T) + c(M, T) }· 

Because of Lemma 5.2 the assertion follows from Schauder's Fixed Point Theo
rem. D 

Lemma 5.4. The problem (PM) is solvable. 

Proof. The assertion of Lemma 5.4 follows immediately by Lemma 5.3. D 

Lemma 5.5. For each fixed T < oo there exists a solution to (Ps). 

Proof. Let M be chosen greater than the L00 (S, L 00 (!1, R 4))-bounds obtained in 
Lemma 5.1. Then by means of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.1 we get a solution u to 
(PM) with u ~ 0, llull£oo(s,Loo(n,JR1.i)) :=; M, and consequently u E Vs. Therefore, u is 
also a solution to problem (Ps) . D 

Because S was arbitary, we have proved 

Theorem 5.1. There exists a solution to (P). 

6. ADDITIONAL REGULARITY PROPERTIES 

In this section we use regularity results for parabolic equations with mixed bound
ary conditions by Groger, Rehberg (see [7]). An investigation of the proofs given in 
[7] shows that these regularity results are applicable also in case of pure-Neumann 
boundary conditions. Let S := [O, T] be any finite time interval. Supposing (2. 7) 
we transform problem (Ps) to one which can be handled by methods of [7]. Let u 
be a solution of (Ps), u := u - U. Then we have u(O) = 0, u' = u'. Let p be near 
2, p > 2 and q with 

We consider the operators 

1 1 1 - +- < -. 
p q 2 
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defined by 

-((R(u,U),v)) := -((R(u),v)) 

+ foT lo { Docp(uo)VUoVvo + t,ni\JUi\Jvi} dxdt 

+ foT fr { ho(g( uo) - u3)( vo - v3) + t. hi( ui - ui)vi} dr dt. 

T { · 3 } ((A(u).,v)) :=fa lo Docp(uo)Vuo\Jvo+ ttDi\Jui\Jvi dxdt 

where cp(uo) := cp(u0 + U0 ). Because of (Ps) u is a solution to 

u' + A(u) = R(u, U), u(O) = 0, uE Ws. (6.2) 

From the preceding a-priori estimates (see Theorem 4.2) and (2.6) and by (2. 7) it 
follows that 

where~+ fl = 1 and p, q satisfy (6.1). According to the regularity result of [7] we 
get for the solution u to (6.2) and therefore for the solution u to (Ps) 

Theorem 6.1. If we additionally assume {2.7), then there exists a p0 > 2 such 
that for every q E [1, oo) and every p E [2, p0] solutions u to (Ps) have the regularity 
property 

7. UNIQUENESS 

Theorem 7 .1. Under the additional hypothesis {2. 7) there exists a unique solution 
to problem (P). 

Proof. It suffi.cies to prove uniqueness on every finite time interval S. Let u and u 
be solutions of (P) and u := u - u. Then u E L2 (S, X) and 

1 t 3 

2 llu(t)ll~ +a fa ~ (llVuill~2 + lluill~2(r)) ds 

::; fot { (R(u) - R(u),u) + fo Do Jcp(uo) - cp(ii.o)llVU.ol!Vuoldx 

+ frho(lg(uo)-g(ii.o)llu3l+lu3Jluol)dr}ds Vt ES. 

Because of the L00-estimates, local Lipschitz continuity of <p and the Lipschitz conti
nuity of '1/; we get by (3.6), the Holder, Gagliardo-Nirenberg and Young inequalities 
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for p, q given in Theorem 6.1 

1 
2 llu(t)ll~ 

~ fot {-c !lull~+ ct. (lluilli2cr) + lluilli2) + c lluollLq llVuollLP llVuollL2} ds 

S ],' {-~ llilll~ + c !lull~+ c lliloll;;.% llVUOllv llilolli,} ds 

~ c lat {llull~ + 11Vuoll1p !lull~} ds Vt ES. 

Theorem 6.1 implies that llVuollLq(S,LP) ~ c, thus Gronwall's Lemma completes the 
proof. D 

8. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 

Theorem 8.1. If u is a solution to (P) then 

llu(t)- u*llLP(O,Jl4) ~ ce->.pt Vt~ 0, where p E [1, +oo), c, Ap > 0. 

Proof. Let be p E [1, +oo ). Since 

ui E L 00 (lR+, L00 (D)) n C (lR+, L2 (D)) 

the function Ui is a continuous mapping from lR+ into L00 (D) equipped with the 
weak* topology and 

llui(t)-u:llL= ~ llui-uillL=(ll+,L=(O)) VtElR+, i=0, ... ,3. (8.1) 

By means of (8.1) and Theorem 3.2 we obtain 

llui(t) - uilltP ~ llui(t) - ui11L1 llui - uillt:,1(ll+,L=(n)) 

Vt E lR+, i = 0, ... , 3. D 

Theorem 8.2. Let {2.8) be satisfied. If u is a solution to (P) then 

ln u E L 00 (lR+, L00 ( n, JR4)) . 

Proof. Because of Theorem 4.2 it remains to show that u is globally bounded from 
below. It is sufficient to prove that for every finite time interval S the solution u is 
bounded from below by a positive constant not depending on S. By (2.8) there is a 
positive constant c0 < 1 such that U, ~ c0 , i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Let T E lR+ be arbitrarily 
fixed, k := max{l, - ln c0 }, k ~ k, 5 > 0. We introduce 

m3k : = mes { x E n : ln U3 < -k}. 

We use the test function 
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Thereby we take into account that 

and 

- r u~ v eds= !v(t)2, \1u3\1 ( -vs) ~ j\1vj2, v > v2. 
lo U3 + 2 U3 + U3 + 0 -

Thus we obtain 

~ jjv(t)JJ~2 + c lat llvll~1 ds 

Therefore we get 

< fat { k ( k1 u1 + k2 u2) v dx + fr (ho + h3) v dI'} ds 

< c lat llvllw1,1(n) ds 

rt 112 
< c lo llvllH1 m3k ds 

< lat { ~ 1lvlJ~1 + cm3k} ds. 

1iv(t)jJ~2 +lat llvll~1 ds ~ c foT m3k ds. 

Letting 8 ! 0 we obtain (cf. the definition of v) 

jj(lnu3 + kt(t)ll~2 +lat jj(lnu3 + ktll~1 ds 

~ c foT m 3kds Vt E (O,T], 

independently of T. For k ~ k we define ¢( k) by 

( 
T ) 1/4 

ef>(k) := 1 m3kds 

Taking advantage of (2.9) and (8.2) we obtain the following estimate: 
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The constant c3 > 0 is independent on T. By Lemma 2.1 we get 

- 1 -
¢(k) = 0 if k ~ ko := k+ 4c3ef;(k). 

Therefore we obtain the estimate u 3 ~ e-ko. Since k0 is independent of T, e-ko is a 
global lower bound of u 3 . The same procedure can be used to get the lower bounds 
of u 1 and u 2 • The knowledge of the global lower bound for u3, which is also a lower 
bound for u 3 on r, allows us to treat the equation for u0 by the same technique. D 

If one is interested in results concerning any finite time interval S, assumption (2.5) 
is not necessary. By means of somewhat changed proofs the following results for 
solutions to ( Ps) are available. 

Theorem 8.3. Let S be any bounded time interval and suppose that {2.4) 1 {2.6), 
(2. 7) and {2.8) hold. Then there exists exactly one solution u to ( Ps) and 

llln ul1L'-0 (S,L00 (0,Jl4)) ::; cs 

where in general cs depends on the length of the time interval S. 

Proof. Modifying the proof of Theorem 3.1 we now use (formally) the test function 

( ln g ( uo), ln ~: , ln ~: , ln U3) . 
Expressions coming from the time derivative terms are estimated by 

1 
ylny -f3y ~ 2IYI- c. 

In the boundary terms we exploit 

( 
A ) 1 Ui . 

Ui - Ui n - ~ -c1 , i = 1, 2, 3, c = const. 
c 

We obtain 
lluillL=(s,L1), ll\7 foillL2(s,L2)::; c, i = 0, ... , 3, 

and thus, because Sis finite, llv'ullL2(s,x) ::; c(S). Now we apply the methods of the 
proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1 to u instead of lu-u*I. From the L00 (S, L 2 )

bound of powers of Ui and the L2 (S, L2 )-bound of the gradient of powers of Ui 

we obtain the L2 ( S, H 1 )-bound for this power of ui, depending on the length 
of the time interval. Upper and lower bounds, regularity results corresponding 
to Theorem 6.1, existence and uniqueness for the solution to (Ps) follow by the 
same methods as those used before. In all the above estimates where we took 
advantage of the boundary integrals now Gronwall's Lemma helps to obtain the 
desired estimates. O 
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